False and Faustian: Traditional School & Charter School Choices

Steven S. Goldberg & Jolley Bruce Christman Lecture in Education and Law

featureing

Cornell Brooks, Former President of the NAACP

with

Wendell Pritchett, Provost of the University of Pennsylvania

Thursday, September 28, 4:30 PM
Fitts Auditorium | Penn Law

For Cornell Brooks, becoming the leader of the nation's oldest, largest and most widely respected civil
rights organization was the culmination of both a notable career advocating for equality and justice and an enduring family legacy of fighting for civil rights. A graduate of both Head Start and Yale Law School, Brooks is a champion of the transformative power of education. Moving, motivating, informative and insightful, Brooks brings both a proud personal heritage and a thought-provoking vision to the podium.

REGISTER NOW

Space is limited. Please register by September 17.

This event is made possible by the generosity of Steven S. Goldberg, GR'85, and Jolley Bruce Christman, GED'71, GR'87.
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